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An Identifier Locator Separation Protocol for the Shared Prefix
Model over IEEE WAVE IPv6 Networks

Sangjin NAM†, Nonmember and Sung-Gi MIN†a), Member

SUMMARY As the active safety of vehicles has become essential, ve-
hicular communication has been gaining attention. The IETF IPWAVE
working group has proposed the shared prefix model-based vehicular link
model. In the shared prefix model, a prefix is shared among RSUs to
prevent changes in IPv6 addresses of a vehicle within a shared prefix do-
main. However, vehicle movement must be tracked to deliver packets to
the serving RSU of the vehicle within a shared prefix domain. The Iden-
tifier/Locator Separation Protocol (ILSP) is one of the techniques used to
handle vehicle movement. It has several drawbacks such as the inability
to communicate with a standard IPv6 module without special components
and the requirement to pass signaling messages between end hosts. Such
drawbacks severely limit the service availability for a vehicle in the Inter-
net. We propose an ILSP for a shared prefix model over IEEE WAVE IPv6
networks. The proposed protocol supports IPv6 communication between a
standard IPv6 node in the Internet and a vehicle supporting the proposed
protocol. In addition, the protocol hides vehicle movement within a shared
prefix domain to peer hosts, eliminating the signaling between end hosts.
The proposed protocol introduces a special NDP module based on IETF IP-
WAVE vehicular NDP to support vehicular mobility management within a
shared prefix domain and minimize link-level multicast in WAVE networks.
key words: shared prefix model, WAVE, identifier/locator separation pro-
tocol, IPWAVE, V2I

1. Introduction

Interest in vehicular communication to support the active
safety of vehicles has been increasing. By using it, vehi-
cles may provide their state information to other vehicles or
gather traffic information from infrastructure such as traffic
light. This information can be used to mitigate vehicle dam-
age caused by traffic accidents. However, the location of a
vehicle changes dynamically. This may cause changes in
IPv6 addresses of a vehicle, leading to disruption of the IP
connectivity of the vehicle to an IPv6 node in the Internet.

To mitigate this problem, the IETF IP Wireless Access
in Vehicular Environments Working Group (IPWAVE WG)
has proposed the shared prefix model [1] considering the
need for minimizing link-level multicast [2] and wireless
link properties such as the asymmetric link property and the
undetermined link-level connectivity. In this model, mul-
tiple roadside units (RSUs) cover a shared prefix domain,
where the RSUs use the same prefix for vehicles in their
coverage. Within a shared prefix domain, global IPv6 ad-
dresses of vehicles do not change despite their movement.
Because IPv6 addresses do not change, the IP connectiv-
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ity between vehicles and their corresponding nodes (CNs)
is not disrupted. However, the data path within the shared
prefix domain changes; therefore, vehicle movement must
be tracked to deliver packets to vehicles correctly.

One of the major techniques for handling the move-
ment of a mobile node (MN) in the Internet is the Iden-
tifier/Locator Separation Protocol (ILSP), which includes
the Host Identity Protocol (HIP) [3], Locator/ID Separation
Protocol (LISP) [4] and Identifer/Locator Network Protocol
(ILNP) [5]. It separates the identifier and locator. The iden-
tifier distinguishes an MN itself. The locator indicates the
current location of the MN. ILSP supports the mobility of
an MN by using only the identifier as a connection endpoint.

However, there are major drawbacks to the well-known
ILSP variants. First, they cannot communicate with stan-
dard IPv6 nodes because of the different semantics of the
endpoints in each of these protocols. Secondly, they require
a special or additional mapping server to resolve the cur-
rent locator of an MN from its identifier or a Fully Qualified
Domain Name (FQDN). Even if they use the standard DNS
[6], they introduce special resource records (RRs) [7]. They
also require special signaling messages between peer nodes
to track changes in the locator of an MN [8]–[10].

The IPWAVE WG investigated the well-known ILSP
variants for application to IPWAVE networks [11]. It men-
tions that mobility management, security and privacy must
be considered for ILSP over vehicular networks.

We propose an ILSP for the shared prefix model over
IEEE WAVE IPv6 networks. The proposed scheme adapts
the shared prefix model [1] to IEEE WAVE IPv6 networks.
Because IPv6 addresses of a vehicle do not change within a
shared prefix domain, the IP connectivity between a CN and
vehicle is not disrupted until the vehicle leaves the shared
prefix domain. Consequently, special signaling messages
between the CN and vehicle are not required to track the
current location of the vehicle.

The protocol supports host-initiated vehicular mobility
management (VMM) to handle data path changes due to ve-
hicle movement within a shared prefix domain. It exploits
the ILNPv6 address structure. The global IPv6 address of a
vehicle consists of the 64-bit locator and identifier. Within
a shared prefix domain, the protocol uses the locator part of
the destination IPv6 address of a packet to route the packet
to the serving RSU of the vehicle, without an IPv6 encap-
sulation mechanism. The protocol hides the usage of the
locator to the vehicle and CN.

Our protocol introduces a special Neighbor Discovery
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Fig. 1 The overall structure of our VMM scheme.

Protocol (NDP) module based on [2]. Vehicles, RSUs, and
the link border router (LBR) support the special NDP mod-
ule, which is used to register IPv6 addresses of a vehicle,
perform Duplicate Address Detection (DAD), and manage
vehicular mobility within a shared prefix domain. The spe-
cial NDP uses UDP to separate itself from the standard NDP
[12], which uses ICMPv6. It also combines multiple special
NDP messages into a single UDP message for the simulta-
neous registration and/or handover notification of multiple
IPv6 addresses. Figure 1 shows the overall structure of our
VMM scheme. Using special NDP messages, vehicles no-
tify their current serving RSU to the LBR. The LBR for-
wards a packet to the serving RSU notified by the messages.
In addition, all vehicles in the shared-prefix domain WAVE
network support IPv6 using V2I communication with RSUs.

The proposed protocol uses a human-readable iden-
tity, which conforms to the Network Access Identifier (NAI)
[13], for a vehicle. The protocol supports mapping from the
human-readable identity to the identifier and current locator
(an IPv6 address) using the standard DNS service discov-
ery (DNS-SD) [14] and DNS AAAA query/response with-
out any additional extension.

The proposed protocol does not use the modified EUI-
64 address for the interface identifier (IID) of an IPv6 ad-
dress. Our protocol uses the stable and opaque IID genera-
tion method [15] recommended in [16]. Therefore, an IPv6
address is not affected by changes in a link-layer address
and a link-layer address cannot be inferred from an IPv6 ad-
dress.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 discusses WAVE specified in IEEE Std 1609, ve-
hicular networks proposed by the IPWAVE WG, the well-
known ILSP variants, and considerations in the WAVE link
model. Section 3 describes the overall design of the pro-
posed protocol. Section 4 describes how the proposed pro-
tocol operates in detail. Section 4 presents the simulation
results of the protocol implemented in the Network Simula-
tor 3 (NS-3) [17]. Finally, Section VI concludes the study
and discusses future work.

2. Related Works

2.1 IEEE WAVE Standards and IETF IPWAVE Working
Group

IEEE Std 1609 defines a family of standards for WAVE.
It enables secure vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) and vehicle-
to-infrastructure (V2I) wireless communications. IEEE
1609.3 [18] defines networking services for WAVE. The
WAVE standard supports two network/transport layer proto-
col stacks: IPv6-based protocols and the WAVE Short Mes-
sage Protocol (WSMP). For V2I communication, an RSU
acts as a default gateway for on-board units (OBUs) in a ve-
hicle located in the coverage area of the RSU. An RSU peri-
odically broadcasts a WAVE Service Advertisement (WSA).
If a WSA contains the IPv6 routing service, it also con-
tains a WAVE Router Advertisement (WRA). The WRA
presents IPv6 configuration information such as a prefix,
default gateway IPv6 and link-layer addresses. Using this
information, a WRA can replace the standard Router Ad-
vertisement (RA) and link-layer address resolution of the
default gateway IPv6 address. An OBU chooses a WSA
which contains the IPv6 routing service and configures its
IPv6 module using the WRA in the WSA.

Annex D of IEEE 1609.0 [19] describes that collision
avoidance applications periodically exchange SAE J2735
messages [20] such as Basic Safety Message (BSM) using
WSMP. Since a BSM contains speed, heading and 3D lo-
cation information of a vehicle and is expected to be sent
via pre-determined channels including the control channel
(CCH), vehicles can detect and warn an approaching vehi-
cle. Similarly, these applications may be implemented over
IPv6/UDP with pre-determined service channels (SCHs)
and UDP port numbers since IPv6 traffic is not allowed on
the CCH.

The IETF IPWAVE WG has developed IPv6-based so-
lutions for V2V and V2I. The IPWAVE WG describes a
problem statement for adopting current IPv6 protocols, such
as the IPv6 NDP and mobility management protocol, to ve-
hicular networks. It proposed a vehicular link model in the
IPWAVE network [2] that uses the shared prefix model and
handles wireless link properties such as the undetermined
link-level connectivity. The IPWAVE WG also describes
problems that occur when the well-known ILSP variants are
applied to vehicular networks [11]. For the VMM [1], it
proposes the mobility management scheme based on [21].

2.2 Identifier/Locator Separation Protocols

ILSP variants [3]–[5] are based on a paradigm which renders
each OSI layer independent of IP address. They separate
the identifier and locator parts from the current IP address
architecture.

HIP [3] uses a public certificate as an identity and its
hashed tag (HIT) is bound to network and transport layers.
Because an HIT is not globally routable in the Internet, the
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locator for the destination HIT is needed to send messages to
the destination. HIP introduces a rendezvous server (RVS)
[22] to track HIP hosts in a specific domain. Each HIP host
discovers the RVS using a DNS query with the FQDN of
the destination HIP host and sends an initial HIP message,
included as the IPv6 extension header, to its RVS and the
RVS forwards the message to the destination if the desti-
nation HIT is registered at the RVS. HIP requires that end
hosts must be HIP-capable and mobile hosts must register
their current locators to its RVS. In addition, a data packet is
transported in the ESP transport mode and the network layer
module of an HIP node must translate between the HIT and
the IPv6 address in the packet before the upper-layer pro-
cessing.

LISP [4] defines the new address space, called the End-
point Identifier (EID) address space. LISP hosts have their
own EIDs and use them as identifiers. An EID is bound
to network and transport layers. An EID is not globally
routable in the Internet but is locally routable within its LISP
site. There is a tunnel router at the boundary of each LISP
site. If an LISP host sends a packet to another LISP host
within a different LISP site, the packet first arrives at the
ingress tunnel router (ITR) of the source LISP host. The
ITR finds the routing locator (RLOC) via the MAP server to
forward the packet to the egress tunnel router (ETR) which
manages the LISP site where the destination LISP host be-
longs. Subsequently, the ITR encapsulates the packet with
the RLOC and sends it to the ETR. The ETR decapsulates
the packet and locally forwards it to the destination LISP
host using the destination EID. By this procedure, however,
a non-LISP host cannot communicate with an LISP host if
special routers, called proxy ITR/ETR [23], are not used.
Moreover, to cope with LISP host movement, LISP requires
an extra mapping server to map the EID and its current loca-
tor. An LISP mobile host must register its EID and locator
to its mapping server and decapsulate packets tunneled to
itself [9].

ILNPv6 [5] exploits the standard IPv6 address struc-
ture, as shown in Fig. 2. If the location of a node changes,
its 64-bit locator part of the address is changed with the net-
work prefix of the point of attachment. The change is noti-
fied to CNs by locator update messages [10]. To avoid con-
nection disruption by locator changes, an ILNPv6 connec-
tion endpoint only includes the identifier part. As a result,
the semantics of a connection endpoint in standard TCP/IP
protocols are redefined to include only the identifier part
of an IPv6 address in the pseudo header. Additionally, an
ILNPv6 node uses the DNS server with the FQDN of the

Fig. 2 The ILNPv6 address structure.

destination ILNPv6 node to resolve the current locator and
identifier. For this purpose, new RRs have been introduced
[7]. An ILNPv6 node must register its locator and identifier
to the DNS server in its domain using its FQDN, and send
DNS update messages [24] to the DNS server whenever its
locator changes.

2.3 Considerations for the WAVE Link Model

The WAVE link model described in [25] exhibits asymmet-
ric property. However, standard IPv6 NDP assumes that it
operates only on symmetric links. In addition, [25] refers to
[26], which defines an IP addressing model for ad-hoc net-
works and the undetermined link-level connectivity prop-
erty. Considering them, [25] mentions that some considera-
tions should be applied to the WAVE link model, as follows:

• An IP address configured on an interface should be
unique, at least within the routing domain.

• No on-link subnet prefix should be configured on an
interface.

As a result, a vehicle does not add a received prefix into
the prefix list on its IPv6 module, rendering the prefix list
empty. The on-link determination for any outgoing packet
becomes off-link. Therefore, the next hop of any outgoing
IPv6 packet is the default gateway.

3. Identifier Locator Separation Protocol for Shared
Prefix Model over IEEE WAVE IPv6 Networks

Our proposed architecture is based on the shared prefix
model proposed in [1]. Figure 3 shows the network topology
of the proposed architecture. The address structure uses the
64-bit locator and identifier, based on the ILNPv6 address
structure. The 64-bit locator consists of a 48-bit global rout-
ing prefix and 16-bit subnet identifier. As an ILNPv6 ad-
dress is compatible with a standard IPv6 address, a standard
IPv6 CN can use the ILNPv6 address as the peer IPv6 ad-
dress for a vehicle.

A virtual link comprises multiple sub-links and is man-
aged by the LBR, and each RSU manages its own sub-link.
A virtual link has a shared prefix containing a global routing
prefix and zero subnet identifier. The prefix of a virtual link
is shared as an IPv6 prefix for all vehicles within the virtual
link coverage. Each sub-link has a prefix which consists of
the same global routing prefix and a nonzero subnet identi-
fier. The global routing prefix is used as the global locator of
a shared prefix domain in the Internet. The LBR advertises
the global routing prefix to the Internet; consequently, all
packets destined for the global routing prefix are first for-
warded to the LBR. The subnet identifier acts as the local
locator of a vehicle on the virtual link coverage. It is locally
modified within the WAVE Access Network to indicate the
current serving RSU of a destination vehicle. After a packet
is arrived at the serving RSU, the modified subnet identifier
is restored to the original value, zero. As a result, from the
viewpoint of a vehicle and the Internet, it seems that there
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Fig. 3 The proposed network topology.

is no modification to packets. Therefore, unlike a traditional
Network Address Translator (NAT) [27], our scheme may
use security protocols which guarantee integrity of an IPv6
header between a vehicle and a CN. It does not need any
traversal utility such as the Session Traversal Utilities for
NAT (STUN) [28]. In addition, any IPv6 tunneling mecha-
nism, which can overload the LBR [29], is not used for data
packet forwarding between the LBR and an RSU.

A vehicle generates global IPv6 addresses based on the
shared prefix. To generate an IPv6 address, the vehicle gen-
erates an IID using the stable and opaque IID generation
method [15] recommended by [16]. Subsequently, it gener-
ates an IPv6 address by concatenating the shared prefix and
generated IID. The generated IPv6 address is independent
of the link-layer address of the vehicle, because the IID is
independent of the link-layer address.

A generated IPv6 address is registered using our spe-
cial NDP module. Successful registration means that the
LBR which manages the virtual link has confirmed no du-
plication of the IPv6 address and the IPv6 address becomes
the valid (preferred) address. The vehicle may use the IPv6
address as its current IPv6 address; therefore, it updates the
IPv6 address to its RVS.

Whenever a vehicle handovers to a new RSU within the
same virtual link, it updates its current serving RSU to the
LBR using the special NDP module.

Our special NDP module is based on [2]. Because
of the relatively narrow bandwidth and wider coverage of
WAVE channels than that of standard WiFi channels, ex-
cessive traffic should be constrained. Therefore, the special
NDP module uses only unicast messages at the link-layer
even though destination IPv6 addresses of the messages are
multicast IPv6 addresses [30]. It also uses UDP and com-
bines several address registration and/or handover messages

Fig. 4 The proposed modules in our protocol.

into a single UDP message. Consequently, the special NDP
can coexist with the standard NDP which uses ICMPv6.

Following subsections explain each component in
Fig. 3. Each component has own data structure and mod-
ules to support the proposed architecture.

3.1 Vehicle

A vehicle is an MN which may want to access a service on
the Internet. We assume that each vehicle has an NAI of
which the domain part conforms to the standard DNS [6];
therefore, the NAI can be converted to the form of the do-
main name. In following sections, we call the converted
form of the NAI as the converted NAI.

The modules of a vehicle are shown in Fig. 4. The IPv6
configuration module configures its IPv6 stack and contin-
uously monitors WSAs. It follows the stateless address au-
toconfiguration (SLAAC) [31] and uses the recommended
stable IID generation method [15], [16]. The IPv6 configu-
ration module also performs address registration by calling
the vehicle NDP module. The vehicle NDP module reg-
isters link-local and global IPv6 addresses to the LBR via
the serving RSU of the vehicle. If address registration is
successful, the RVS update module is called to update the
registered global IPv6 address to the RVS.

When the IPv6 configuration module receives a new
WSA from another RSU within the same virtual link, it per-
forms a handover decision procedure. If it decides to han-
dover to the new RSU, it calls the vehicle NDP module to
notify the handover to the LBR via the new RSU.

3.2 Road-Side Unit (RSU)

An RSU acts as a default gateway for vehicles in its cover-
age. It contains RSU-specific modules illustrated in Fig. 4.

The visiting vehicle list in the RSU (VVL-RSU) mod-
ule maintains the special cache, called VVL-RSU. Each
VVL-RSU entry consists of the IPv6 and link-layer address
of a vehicle and is added or deleted by the RSU NDP mod-
ule. The VVL-RSU acts as the neighbor cache of the WAVE
interface of an RSU.

The RSU NDP module performs address registration
procedure on behalf of a vehicle. If address registration is
successful, the RSU NDP module stores a pair of <a new
IPv6 address, the corresponding link-layer address> in the
VVL-RSU.

The RSU forwarding module forwards a data packet
to a destination vehicle located in the coverage of the RSU
using the VVL-RSU module.
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3.3 Link Border Router (LBR)

The LBR connects the virtual link to the Internet. LBR-
specific modules are illustrated in Fig. 4.

The special cache called visiting vehicle list in the
LBR (VVL-LBR) is maintained by the VVL-LBR module.
It stores information of all vehicles within its virtual link.
Each VVL-LBR entry consists of the IPv6 address of a ve-
hicle and the subnet identifier of the RSU serving the ve-
hicle. VVL-LBR entries are added or deleted by the LBR
NDP module.

The LBR NDP module performs address registration
procedure, which replaces the DAD of registered IPv6 ad-
dresses within the virtual link. If the registering IPv6 ad-
dress is not already registered, it stores a pair of <a new
IPv6 address, the subnet identifier of the serving RSU> in
the VVL-LBR.

The LBR forwarding module forwards a data packet,
destined for a vehicle within the virtual link, to the current
serving RSU of the vehicle using the VVL-LBR module.

3.4 Rendezvous Server (RVS)

An RVS is a DNS server for a domain to which a vehicle
belongs. It maps the converted NAI of a vehicle to its current
IPv6 address. The standard DNS query/response is used for
the mapping service.

3.5 Corresponding Node (CN)

A CN is a host that communicates with a vehicle in a WAVE
network. It may be a host in the Internet or another vehicle.
A CN is assumed to know the NAI of the vehicle which it
wants to communicate with.

In our architecture, a CN requires a special resolver
(RVS-RESOLVER). The resolver discovers the RVS for a
vehicle using the DNS-SD procedure with the domain part
of the NAI of the vehicle. Subsequently, it sends a DNS
AAAA query for the converted NAI of the vehicle to the
RVS.

4. Mechanisms in the Proposed Protocol

The proposed protocol consists of Configuration, RVS up-
date, and Communication phases, as illustrated in Fig. 5.

4.1 Configuration Phase

4.1.1 Entering Into a New Virtual Link

When a vehicle enters a new virtual link, the IPv6 config-
uration module in the vehicle collects WSAs sent by sur-
rounding RSUs. Among them, it selects the WSA which
contains the IPv6 routing service and WRA. The selection
may use the 3D-location information and/or signal strength.
The IPv6 configuration module adds new Destination Cache

Entry (DCE) and Neighbor Cache Entry (NCE) for the RSU
by using the WRA in the selected WSA. As a result, the
standard NDP for the link-layer address resolution of the
RSU IPv6 address is not needed.

4.1.2 Generating IPv6 Addresses

The IPv6 configuration module must configure at least two
IPv6 addresses: a link-local IPv6 address and global IPv6
address based on the shared prefix obtained from the WRA
in the selected WSA. First, it generates a stable IID for each
IPv6 address using the stable and opaque IID generation
method [15]. For the link-local IPv6 address, the shared
prefix is used as the Network ID parameter of the pseudo-
random function (PRF), because the link-local IPv6 address
is for the virtual link. After the generation of stable IIDs, the
IPv6 configuration module generates link-local and global
IPv6 addresses.

4.1.3 Sending an UDP-NS at the Vehicle

The generated IPv6 addresses are tentative and cannot be
used as valid IP addresses. Therefore, DAD must be per-
formed for these addresses. The proposed scheme uses ad-
dress registration instead of the DAD. The IPv6 configura-
tion module requests address registration for newly gener-
ated IPv6 addresses to the vehicle NDP module. The vehicle
NDP module generates a Neighbor Solicitation (NS) mes-
sage for each IPv6 address. An NS message includes the
registration code value, a registering IPv6 address in the tar-
get IPv6 address and corresponding link-layer address in the
Source Link-Layer Address Option (SLLAO). It then com-
bines these NS messages into one UDP message (UDP-NS)
and sends the UDP-NS message to the RSU NDP module
of the selected RSU. As there is no valid IPv6 address for
the outgoing WAVE interface, the unspecified IPv6 address
is used as the source IPv6 address of the UDP-NS message.

4.1.4 Processing the UDP-NS at the RSU

When the RSU NDP module on the RSU receives the UDP-
NS message, it checks whether a VVL-RSU entry for the
target IPv6 address at each NS message in the UDP-NS
message exists. If so, it generates a Neighbor Advertise-
ment (NA) message with an error code duplicated. The con-
tents of the NA message, except for Type and Code, are the
same as those of the corresponding NS message. Other-
wise, it stores an NS message. If there are NA messages
for address duplication notification, it combines them into
one UDP message (UDP-NA) and sends it to the vehicle
NDP module. The destination IPv6 address of the UDP-NA
uses the all-node multicast IPv6 address; however, it uses
the link-layer address included in the SLLAO in any NS
message in the UDP-NS message. Such address mapping
of an IPv6 multicast address to a link-layer unicast address
was permitted by [30]. If there are stored NS messages, it
combines them into one UDP-NS message again and sends
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Fig. 5 Communication phases in the proposed protocol.

it to the LBR NDP module. The source IPv6 address of the
UDP-NS must be the IPv6 address of the WAVE interface
through which the UDP-NS message is received. The prefix
of the source IPv6 address must be the sub-link prefix of the
RSU, which contains its 16-bit nonzero subnet identifier.

4.1.5 Processing the UDP-NS at the LBR

When the LBR NDP module receives the UDP-NS message,
it looks up VVL-LBR entries for the target IPv6 address
at each NS message in the UDP-NS message. If there is
a matching entry, the LBR NDP module generates an NA
message with an error code duplicated. Otherwise, it creates
a new entry in the VVL-LBR with the target IPv6 address in
the NS message and nonzero subnet identifier in the source
IPv6 address of the message. Then it generates an NA mes-
sage with a code success. The contents of the NA message,
except for Type and Code, are the same as those of the NS
message. It combines all NA messages into one UDP-NA
message, and returns it to the RSU NDP module which sent
the UDP-NS.

4.1.6 Processing the UDP-NA at the RSU

When the RSU NDP module receives the UDP-NA mes-
sage, it processes each NA message in the UDP-NA mes-
sage. If the code in the NA message is success, it creates a
VVL-RSU entry with the target IPv6 address and link-layer
address in the NA message. Then it forwards the UDP-
NA, received from the LBR NDP module, to the vehicle

NDP module using the all-node multicast IPv6 address with
a link-layer address in any NA message in the UDP-NA.

4.1.7 Processing the UDP-NA at the Vehicle

When the UDP-NA arrives at the vehicle NDP module, the
module checks the code of each NA message in the UDP-
NA. Subsequently, using the code value, the results of the
address registration are reported to the IPv6 configuration
module. If the error duplicated is reported for a registering
IPv6 address, the IPv6 configuration module regenerates a
new stable IID by increasing DAD Counter of the PRF, and
repeats the address registration procedure. Otherwise, the
registered IPv6 address becomes a preferred (or valid) ad-
dress. It configures registered IPv6 addresses to its WAVE
interface and sets its default gateway as the RSU.

4.2 RVS Update Phase

4.2.1 Sending a DNS Update to the RVS

After the IPv6 configuration module successfully configures
its global IPv6 address, it calls the RVS update module to
update its current IPv6 address to the RVS. The IPv6 address
of the RVS can be discovered using the DNS-SD procedure
with the NAI of the vehicle. The procedure is explained in
detail in the following section. The DNS-SD server IPv6
address is included in the primary DNS field of the WRA.
In addition, the RVS IPv6 address may be pre-configured.
The DNS update message contains a pair of <the converted
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NAI of the vehicle, the configured global IPv6 address>.

4.2.2 Receiving the DNS Update at the RVS

When the DNS update message arrives at the RVS, the RVS
updates the AAAA RR for the vehicle according to the DNS
update standard.

4.3 Communication Phase

4.3.1 Getting the IPv6 Address of the RVS for a Vehicle

An application on a CN interacts with the RVS-RESOLVER
to get the current IPv6 address of a vehicle. The RVS-
RESOLVER first constructs the RVS service name for the
domain of the vehicle by concatenating rvs. udp to the do-
main part of the NAI of the vehicle. Subsequently, it sends a
DNS PTR query with the constructed RVS service name to
its DNS-SD server. The answer section of a DNS response
contains PTR RRs for RVS service instance names of the
RVS service name. In the additional section, the AAAA
RR and SRV RR of each RVS service instance name are in-
cluded. An SRV RR and AAAA RR contain the service port
number and IPv6 address of an RVS, respectively.

4.3.2 Getting the Current IPv6 Address of the Vehicle

Using the port number and IPv6 address of the RVS, the
RVS-RESOLVER sends a DNS AAAA query for the con-
verted NAI to the RVS. Then, the RVS responds with the
DNS response containing the current IPv6 address of the
vehicle.

4.3.3 Sending Packets from the CN to the Vehicle

The application in the CN sends a packet to the vehicle using
the IPv6 address discovered in the previous step.

4.3.4 Processing the Packet at the LBR

When the LBR forwarding module receives a packet, it
checks whether the packet is destined for a vehicle within its
virtual link by comparing the prefix of the destination IPv6
address of the packet with its shared prefix. Note that the
LBR advertises its global routing prefix, which is a super-
set of the shared prefix, to the Internet. If not, the packet is
processed as an ordinary IPv6 packet. Otherwise, it checks
whether there is a matching entry in the VVL-LBR for the
destination IPv6 address of the packet. If a matching entry
is not found, the packet is discarded. Otherwise, the LBR
Forwarding module replaces the zero subnet identifier in the
destination IPv6 address of the packet with the nonzero sub-
net identifier field of the matching entry. Then, it forwards
the packet towards the WAVE access network.

4.3.5 Processing the Packet at the Serving RSU

When the RSU forwarding module receives a packet, it
checks whether the packet is destined for a vehicle within
its sub-link by comparing the prefix of the destination IPv6
address of the packet with its sub-link prefix. If not, it pro-
cesses it as an ordinary IPv6 packet. Note that by perform-
ing this checking, packets from the vehicle to the CN are
processed as ordinary IPv6 packets, and it does not cause the
ingress filtering problem as source IPv6 addresses of pack-
ets belong to the virtual link. Otherwise, it checks whether
the packet is destined for the interfaces of the RSU which
have its sub-link prefix. If so, it processes the packet as an
ordinary IPv6 packet. If not, it recovers the nonzero sub-
net identifier in the destination IPv6 address of each packets
to zero. It then checks whether the vehicle is attached to
the RSU by finding the VVL-RSU entry with the recovered
destination IPv6 address. If so, it forwards the packet to the
destination vehicle using the link-layer address in the match-
ing VVL-RSU entry. Otherwise, the packet is discarded.

4.4 Intra-Link Mobility Management within the Virtual
Link

Figure 6 shows the inter-sub-link mobility management pro-
cedure.

4.4.1 Entering the Coverage of Another RSU within the
Same Virtual Link

If a vehicle moves into the coverage area of another RSU
within the same virtual link, the IPv6 configuration module
detects it by receiving WSAs which contains a WRA adver-
tising the same shared prefix and a different default gateway
information. It adds new DCE and NCE for the new RSU to
avoid performing the standard ND procedure.

4.4.2 Sending an UDP-NS for Handover to the New RSU

If the IPv6 configuration module decides to handover to the

Fig. 6 Inter-sub-link handover.
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new RSU, it calls the vehicle NDP module to notify han-
dover to the new RSU. The vehicle NDP module generates
NS messages, each of which contains the ‘handover’ code
and a valid IPv6 address. The NS messages are combined
into one UDP-NS message and the UDP-NS message is sent
to the RSU NDP module of the new RSU. Note that the de-
fault gateway for the vehicle has not yet been changed. All
data packets from/to the vehicle are still processed by the
previous RSU.

4.4.3 Processing the UDP-NS for Handover at the New
RSU

The RSU NDP module checks its VVL-RSU with the target
IPv6 address at each NS message in the UDP-NS message.
If no matching entry exists, it forwards the NS message to
the LBR NDP module. Otherwise it sends an NA message
with an appropriate error code to the vehicle NDP module.
In both case, the NS/NA messages are combined into UDP-
NS/NA messages.

4.4.4 Processing the UDP-NS for Handover at the LBR

The LBR checks its VVL-LBR with the target IPv6 address
at each NS message in the UDP-NS message. If no match-
ing entry exists, it generates an NA with an appropriate error
code. Otherwise, it updates the serving RSU subnet identi-
fier field of the matching entry with the new RSU subnet
identifier presented in the source IPv6 address of the UDP-
NS message. It also generates an NA message with the suc-
cess code. Subsequently, it combines all NA messages into
one UDP-NA message and returns it to the RSU NDP mod-
ule of the new RSU.

4.4.5 Processing the UDP-NA at New RSU

If there is no error code at each NA message in the UDP-NA
message, the RSU NDP module creates a VVL-RSU entry
for the vehicle using the target IPv6 address and link-layer
address in the NA message. It then forwards the received
UDP-NA to the vehicle NDP module.

4.4.6 Processing the UDP-NA at the Vehicle

When the vehicle NDP module receives the UDP-NA mes-
sage, it reports the result of each NS message to the IPv6
configuration module. If the result presents handover suc-
cess, it changes its default gateway to the new RSU. After
this point, all packets are forwarded via the new RSU.

4.5 IPv6 Communication between Vehicles

Note that vehicles in our scheme determine a virtual link
as off-link and send all IPv6 packets to their RSU although
they can communicate directly.

4.5.1 Vehicles on the Same Virtual Link

A source vehicle acts as a CN. It follows step 1, 2 and 3 in
Communication Phase. Then, its RSU receives the packet
sent and forwards it to the LBR without any modification.
Subsequently, step 4 and 5 in Communication Phase are fol-
lowed. The packet is forwarded to the serving RSU of the
destination vehicle using the subnet identifier of the serv-
ing RSU of the destination vehicle. Then, the serving RSU
restores the subnet identifier of the packet to the zero and
forwards the packet to the destination vehicle.

4.5.2 Vehicles on Different Virtual Links

A source vehicle also acts as a CN. It follows step 1, 2 and
3 in Communication Phase. When the LBR of the source
vehicle receives the packet, it forwards the packet to the In-
ternet. Through the Internet, the packet arrives at the LBR
of the destination vehicle. After that, step 4 and 5 in Com-
munication Phase are followed by the LBR and serving RSU
of the destination vehicle.

5. The Proposed System Analysis

Table 1 lists symbols used for our analysis. According to
[32], a stable radius of an RSU coverage should be 370 m if
there is no obstruction [32]. We assume that DRS U is 740 m
and NLRS U is 8 in the following analysis.

The average passenger vehicle length is about 4.48 m
[33]. Each vehicle should maintain a safety distance with a
front vehicle. According to [34], the distance should be (v−
15) meters if v is under 80 km/h. Otherwise, the distance is
the same as v. We assume that the minimum safety distance
is 1m. If vehicles move at under 16 km/h, they maintain the
minimum safety distance.
vpm can be defined by Eq. (1) where the vehicle length

is 4.48 m (the average length). In Eq. (1), vpm depends only
on the safety distance since the vehicle length is a constant.
As a result, vpm has the maximum value with the minimum
safety distance; the value is about 0.18 if v is under 16 km/h.

Table 1 Symbols for the system analysis.

DRS U Diameter of an RSU coverage
NLRS U The number of lanes within an RSU
vpm The number of vehicles per meter

NVLRS U The number of vehicles per lane within an RSU
NVRS U The number of vehicles within an RSU
NRLBR The number of RSUs within an LBR
NVLBR The number of vehicles within an LBR
DLBR The distance covered by an LBR
VE The size of a VVL-LBR entry (18 octets)

MVLBR The memory used for a VVL-LBR
iudpns The UDP-NS generation interval of a vehicle
v The speed of vehicles (km/h)
cv The value of v without units

Nudpns
The number of UDP-NS messages per second at an
LBR
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For example, if vehicles are moving at 16 km/h, 40 km/h and
100 km/h, safety distances are 1 m, 25 m and 100 m. vpms
become approximately 0.18, 0.034 and 0.01, respectively.

vpm =
1

(vehicle length + sa f ety distance)
(1)

NVRS U can be calculated by Eq. (2) where the lane
length is same as DRS U . For example, if the vpm is 0.18
(the highest vpm), NVLRS U and NVRS U become up to ap-
proximately 133.2 and 1065.6, respectively.

NVLRS U = DRS U · vpm
NVRS U = NVLRS U · NLRS U

(2)

NVLBR and DLBR are calculated by Eq. (3). In our
scheme, since each RSU must have its own non-zero 16-
bit subnet identifier, NRLBR can be up to 216 − 1. Hence,
NVLBR may become up to 69,834,096, and DLBR can be up
to 48,495.9 km.

NVLBR = NVRS U · NRLBR

DLBR = DRS U · NRLBR
(3)

Since each vehicle creates a VVL-LBR entry and its
size (VE) is 18 bytes (16-byte IPv6 address and 2-byte sub-
net identifier), MVLBR can be calculated by Eq. (4). MVLBR
can be up to approximately 1.26 GB if NVLBR has the max-
imum value (69,834,096). In addition, each vehicle gener-
ates UDP-NS messages whenever it passes through an RSU.
iudpns is calculated by dividing DRS U with v. Using iudpns,
Nudpns can be calculated by Eq. (5). If v is 16 km/h, vpm is
0.18 and NRRS U is 216 − 1, NVLBR is the maximum value
(69,834,096) and iudpns is 166.5 seconds. Therefore, Nudpns
becomes 419,424 messages per second.

MVLBR = NVLBR · VE
= (NVRS U · NRLBR) · VE
= (DRS U · vpm · NLRS U · NRLBR) · VE

(4)

Equation (4) implies that MVLBR is increased by NVLBR
and vpm since DRS U , NLRS U , and VE are constants.

Nudpns =
NVLBR

iudpns
=

NVRS U · NRLBR
DRS U
v

=
DRS U · vpm · NLRS U · NRLBR · v

DRS U

= vpm · NLRS U · NRLBR · v

(5)

Equation (5) implies that Nudpns is also increased by
NRLBR, vpm and v. However, as described above, vpm is
related to v due to the safety distance. Therefore, (v · vpm)
must be considered for Nudpns and it can be calculated by
Eq. (6) and is figured in Fig. 7. If cv is greater than 16 and
less than 80, the derivative of Eq. (6) with respect to cv is
always negative. If cv is greater than 80, the derivative is
always positive, but (v · vpm) converges to 5

18 . Therefore,
(v · vpm) has the maximum value when v is 16 km/h and it is

Fig. 7 v · vpm graph.

Fig. 8 Memory usage and the number of UDP-NS processing.

approximately 0.811.

v · vpm =


1

4.48+1 ·
1000·cv

3600 , cv ≤ 16
1

4.48+(cv−15) ·
1000·cv

3600 , 16 < cv < 80
1

4.48+cv ·
1000·cv

3600 , cv ≥ 80
(6)

Figure 8 show MVLBR and Nudpns for three cases of
(v, vpm), which are (16 km/h, 0.18), (40 km/h, 0.034) and
(100 km/h, 0.01). Regardless of cases, MVLBR and Nudpns
are increased by NRLBR. In addition, MVLBR is more rapidly
increased if vpm is higher. Nudpns is more rapidly increased
if (v · vpm) is higher.

As shown in Eq. (4) and Eq. (5), both MVLBR and
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Nudpns are increased if either NRLBR or vpm is increased.
Usually NRLBR is related to the coverage distance of an
LBR. Mostly an LBR needs not to cover the maximum dis-
tance, 48,495.9 km. For example, only 1352 RSUs are re-
quired to cover a 1000 km highway. If (v, vpm) is (16 km/h,
0.18), an LBR requires approximately 26 MB memory and
processes 8,653 UDP-NS messages per second.

Equation (2) describes that NVRS U is determined by
only vpm if DRS U and NLRS U are constants. Hence, by us-
ing methods to reduce NVRS U , vpm can be reduced. One of
the methods is to introduce multiple LBRs within the same
coverage distance. In this method, each LBR manages a
shared prefix for the coverage distance and RSUs advertise
all shared prefixes assigned to the coverage distance. Each
shared prefix may be advertised in round-robin fashion or
included in an additional WAVE IE of the service informa-
tion of an WSA. Each vehicle uses the shared prefix in an
WSA it firstly receives to configure its IPv6 module. As a
result, vehicles in an RSU (NVRS U) are randomly distributed
into multiple LBRs. It causes the expected value of vpm to
be reduced without any effect to v, so both expected values
of MVLBR and Nudpns are also reduced. For example, if there
are 10 LBRs at the above example and NVRS U is equally dis-
tributed, each LBR requires approximately 2.6 MB memory
and processes 865.3 UDP-NS messages per second.

6. Experiments

We simulated the proposed scheme with NS-3 version 3.32
to show the IPv6 service continuity between a vehicle and
CN. The network topology used in the simulation is shown
in Fig. 9. Each wired link had a different delay. The MAC
and IPv6 addresses of each node and the delay of each link
are presented in Fig. 9. The simulation parameters are listed
in Table 2. The communication range of the vehicle and
RSUs was set to approximately 370 m, which is a reliable
communication range of VANETs where there is no obstruc-
tions [32]. The vehicle and RSUs had two WAVE interfaces.
One of the interfaces was continuously tuned to the CCH.
Through this interface, they exchanged WSAs which in-
cluded the IPv6 routing PSID. The IPv6 routing service used
the SCH1. The speed, v, of the vehicle was the 16.67 m/s
(60 km/h), and the RSU inter-distance was 1000 m.

Figure 10 shows WSAs received at the vehicle via the
CCH and Fig. 11 shows messages exchanged between the
vehicle and RSUs via the SCH1. In Fig. 11, we omitted
the IEEE 802.11 ACK frames for simplicity. The vehicle
received the first WSA sent from the RSU1 at 0.000434
seconds (s). The vehicle then generated a link-local IPv6
address (fe80::2bfa:9152:9be4:930b) and a global IPv6 ad-
dress (1234:db8:f00d:0:e470:8687:d7a3:8f9b) based on the
advertised IPv6 prefix (1234:db8:f00d::/64). Then it reg-
istered the newly generated IPv6 addresses via the vehicle
NDP module. The contents of UDP-NS and UDP-NA mes-
sages (Packet #2 and #4 in Fig. 11) are shown in Fig. 12(a)
and Fig. 12(b), respectively. When the UDP-NS message
was to be sent, there was no valid address at the vehicle;

Fig. 9 Simulation environment.

Table 2 Simulation parameters.

Wireless Tx Power 16.02 dBm
Wireless Tx data rate 6 Mbps

Propagation loss model Log-distance
Reference loss 47.86 dB (5.9 Ghz)

Path loss exponent 2 (Free-space)
Preamble detection model Threshold (−83.5 dBm)

Wired link speed 100 Mbps
The NAI of the vehicle nam-2@korea.ac.kr

the source IPv6 address of the message used the unspecified
address (::). Even when the destination IPv6 address of the
UDP-NA message was the all-node multicast IPv6 address
(FF02::1), the link-layer address in the SLLAO option of
any NA message in the UDP-NA message was used instead
of the link-layer multicast address. Because the registration
was successful, these tentative addresses became preferred
addresses. The vehicle sent a DNS update message with
the registered global IPv6 address to its RVS (Packet #6 in
Fig. 11).

The CN started at 0.5s after the simulation started.
Fig. 13 shows the messages sent or received by the CN. The
CN constructed the RVS service name rvs. udp.korea.ac.kr
using the NAI of the vehicle nam-2@korea.ac.kr. Then, it
exchanged DNS PTR query/response for the RVS service
name with the DNS-SD server (Packet #2 and #3 in Fig. 13).
The contents of the DNS PTR query and response are shown
in Fig. 14(a) and Fig. 14(b), respectively. Subsequently, the
CN exchanged DNS AAAA query/response with the RVS
(Packet #4 and #5 in Fig. 13). Using the vehicle IPv6 ad-
dress acquired from the RVS, the CN started to send UDP
packets to the vehicle (Packet #6 in Fig. 13) at 0.580093 s.
At 0.6004678 s, the vehicle received the first UDP message
(Packet #10 of Fig. 11) sent by the CN.

At 37.046694 s, the vehicle received a new WSA sent
by the RSU2 via its CCH interface. As the prefix advertised
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Fig. 10 Captured packets on the CCH interface of the vehicle.

Fig. 11 Captured packets on the SCH interface of the vehicle.

Fig. 12 Captured UDP-NS and UDP-NA messages in Fig. 11.

Fig. 13 Captured packets on the interface of the CN.
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Fig. 14 Captured DNS messages for DNS-SD in Fig. 13.

Fig. 15 Captured packets on the interface of the LBR towards the WAVE network.

by the WRA in the WSA did not change, the vehicle noti-
fied its movement to the RSU2 (Packet #8964 and #8966 in
Fig. 11). In this case, the vehicle had its link-local address
(fe80::2bfa:9152:9be4:930b); therefore, the vehicle used it
as the source IPv6 address of an UDP-NS message for the
handover. The global IPv6 address was not changed at this
time and no DNS update to the RVS was required. After the
handover success at 37.051152 s, the vehicle started to suc-
cessfully receive UDP packets sent by the CN (from Packet
#8968 in Fig. 11) via the RSU2.

Figure 15 shows the messages exchanged between
RSUs and the LBR in the WAVE access network. The LBR
received the UDP-NS message for the address registration
(Packet #1 in Fig. 15) from the RSU1 at 0.003242s. The
RSU1 used the source IPv6 address of the message which
contains its subnet identifier (1234:db8:f00d:1::1). When
the LBR processed each NS message in the UDP-NS mes-
sage, no address duplication is detected; therefore, it gen-
erates NA messages with the code success. All NAs are
combined into one UDP-NA message (Packet #2 in Fig. 15)
and the UDP-NA message was sent to the RSU1. After the
RSU1 received the UDP-NA message, it created new VVL-
RSU entries using the UDP-NA message and forwarded the
message using the link-layer address included in the SLLAO
option of any NA message in the UDP-NA message. Then,
data packets destined for the vehicle were correctly deliv-
ered to the RSU1 by inserting the RSU1 subnet identifier (1)
into the destination IPv6 address of the packets (from Packet

#4 to #5886 in Fig. 15). Whenever the RSU1 received a
packet destined for the vehicle, it replaced its subnet identi-
fier of the destination IPv6 address of the packet with zero
and forwarded it to the vehicle (from Packet #8 in Fig. 11).

At 37.048928, the LBR received an UDP-NS for the
handover notification from the RSU2 (Packet #5887 in
Fig. 15). After the LBR processed the UDP-NS message,
it changed the serving RSU of the vehicle from the RSU1
to the RSU2. Then, the LBR sent the UDP-NA message
(Packet #5888 in Fig. 15) to the RSU2. The RSU2 created
new VVL-RSU entries using the UDP-NA message and re-
layed the message to the vehicle (Packet #8966 in Fig. 11).
Then, data packets destined for the vehicle were correctly
delivered to the RSU2 by inserting the RSU2 subnet iden-
tifier (2) into the destination IPv6 address of the packets
(from Packet #5889 to #16475 in Fig. 15). Whenever the
RSU2 received a packet destined for the vehicle, it replaced
its subnet identifier (2) of the destination IPv6 address of
the packet with zero and forwarded it to the vehicle (from
Packet #8968 in Fig. 11).

We also simulated overlapped/non-overlapped RSU
coverage cases with 500 m and 1000 m inter-RSU distances
because the radius of the RSU coverage was approximately
370 m in our simulation. The results are illustrated in
Fig. 16. In the overlapped case, no packets were lost dur-
ing the handover period. However, in the non-overlapped
case, some packet were lost during the handover period be-
cause the vehicle could not receive packets until it moved
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into the coverage of a new RSU which belongs to the same
virtual link.

7. Conclusion and Future Work

We proposed an identifier locator separation protocol for the
shared prefix model over the IEEE WAVE IPv6 network and
demonstrated its applicability to the WAVE network by run-
ning various simulations. In the shared prefix model, vehi-
cles do not change their IPv6 addresses within the shared
prefix domain. In addition, the IPv6 addresses are based on
the stable IID. The IPv6 addresses are decoupled from the
link-layer address of an interface. The protocol can coexist
with the standard NDP since it uses UDP encapsulation in-
stead of ICMPv6. This scheme does not use any link-level
multicast to maximize wireless channel efficiency.

In our scheme, some packets are lost during handover
period if the RSU coverages do not overlap, as shown in
Fig. 16. This problem can be easily remedied by sending
one extra NS packet by the vehicle to the LBR, if it does
not detect new RSU before it leaves the current RSU cover-
age. The LBR holds its packets until it receives another NS
message from the vehicle. Another problem is that all IPv6
packets pass their RSUs even though vehicles are reachable
from each other. It occurs route inefficiency. To handle this
problem, route optimization algorithms may be introduced.

There are several security considerations for our
scheme. First of all, if a sender of UDP-ND messages is
not authenticated, an attacker can exhaust the 64-bit IID
space over a virtual link by sending false UDP-NS regis-
tration messages. In addition, it can also change the current
RSU for a victim vehicle by sending false UDP-NS han-
dover messages. Secondly, if integrity of UDP-ND mes-
sages is not guaranteed, a man-in-the-middle (MitM) at-
tacker can disturb a vehicle to register its configured IPv6
address into the LBR by modifying the target address field
in UDP-NS messages. In addition, the attacker can mali-
ciously change the current RSU for a victim vehicle by mod-
ifying the source IPv6 address of UDP-NS messages for-
warded by RSUs. Finally, if the attacker collects UDP-NS
handover messages and replays them, the current RSU of a

Fig. 16 Received sequence numbers at the vehicle for 500 m and 1000 m
inter-RSU distances.

victim vehicle is changed to the previous RSU. To handle
these considerations, a Secure Neighbor Discovery (SEND)
[35]-based NDP options which exploits 1609.2 certificates
may be introduced. They are used to authenticate a vehi-
cle and an RSU, guarantee integrity of UDP-ND message
contents and prevent replaying messages. In addition, IPsec
with pre-configured security associations may be used be-
tween an RSU and the LBR, in order to authenticate each
other and protect the source IPv6 address of UDP-NS mes-
sages against an MitM attacker.
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